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Abstract

This paper presents efficient deterministic and ran-
domized distributed algorithms for decomposing a graph
with n nodes into a disjoint set of connected clusters
with small radius and few intercluster edges. Our al-
gorithms can be easily implemented in the distributed
CONGEST model of computation i.e., limited message
size, improving the time complexity of previous algo-
rithms [27, 3, 29] from linear to sublinear. One im-
portant application of our algorithms is efficient con-
struction of sparse graph spanners. In fact, given a pa-
rameter k, we show that there exists a sublinear deter-
ministic distributed algorithm that constructs a graph
spanner of stretch 2k−1 with at most O(n1+1/k) edges
in the CONGEST model.

Keywords: distributed algorithm, distributed model,
time complexity, sparse partition, graph spanner.

1. Introduction

1.1. Goals

The purpose of decomposing a graph into subsets of
nodes, called clusters, is to produce a data structure
which uses a small amount of information to repre-
sent the graph in a relevant and accurate way. Many
examples in the literature show that graph decomposi-
tion is at the bottleneck of many algorithms that effi-
ciently solve distributed fundamental problems includ-
ing synchronization [27, 32], maximal independent set
(MIS) [6, 20, 21], coloring [6, 28], routing [8], span-
ners [14, 18], shortest paths [33, 12], mobile users [9].
Often, one tries to have clusters of small radius in such

a way that the induced graph, i.e., the graph obtained
by contracting each cluster into a single node, has few
edges. An important graph decomposition, called Ba-
sic Partition ([29] Chapter 11), aims at partitioning
an n-node graph into disjoint connected clusters such
that the radius of a cluster is at most k − 1 and the
number of the intercluster edges is O(n1+ 1

k ) where k
is a given parameter. In this paper, we are interested
in designing time efficient algorithms for constructing
a Basic Partition of a graph in a distributed model of
computation where nodes can only communicate with
their neighbors by exchanging messages of limited size.

1.2. Related work and motivation

The Basic Partition that interests us, was first used
in [3] in order to design efficient network synchroniz-
ers. The idea of producing a decomposition satisfy-
ing a good compromise between the locality level of
the decomposition (e.g., the radius of clusters) and the
sparsity level (e.g., the number of edges connecting the
clusters) was then studied in [7]. The results there have
inspired many other works [15, 4, 5]. In particular, [4]
surveys the different formulations of network decompo-
sitions and covers. One can find two main types of such
network representations. The first one aims at parti-
tioning the network into disjoint colored clusters with
either weak or strong small radius and using a small
number of colors. For weak -network decompositions, a
cluster does not need necessarily to be connected and
its radius is computed using paths which may short-
cut through neighboring clusters. For strong-network
decompositions, a cluster must be connected and its
radius is computed in the network induced by this clus-
ter. The second type of clustered-based representations
called network covers constructs a set of possibly over-
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lapping clusters with the property that for any node,
there exists a cluster in the cover that contains its t-
neighborhood (neighbors at distance at most t) with
t an integer parameter. The quality of such covers is
measured using the strong radius of clusters and the
cluster overlap, i.e., the maximum number of clusters
a node belongs to.

In addition to provide decompositions satisfying
some desirable properties, it is important to efficiently
construct these representations. In [4], the authors
give a deterministic (resp. randomized) distributed al-
gorithm to construct a (k, t,O(kn1/k))-neighborhood
cover in O(tk · 2c

√
log n + tk2 · 24

√
log n · n1/k) (resp.

O(tk2 · log2 n · n1/k)) time for some constant c > 0.
A (k, t,∆)-neighborhood consists of possibly overlap-
ping clusters with strong diameter at most O(kt) and
such that (i) each node belongs to at most ∆ clusters
and (ii) the t-neighborhood of each node is covered
by at least one cluster. In addition, the authors in
[4] remark at the end of their paper that it is possi-
ble by using techniques from [15, 7] to translate their
cover into a strong-network decomposition of compara-
ble parameters, i.e., slightly worst than the Basic Par-
tition we are interested in. Although, the algorithm
one can obtain using the method of [4] is sublinear, the
distributed model of computing considered there does
not take into account the congestion created at vari-
ous bottlenecks in the network (see Section 3.4 of [4]).
In fact, the network model used in [4] is the Linial’s
free model [22, 23] (known as the LOCAL model, see
[29] Chapter 2). This model assumes that nodes can
communicate by exchanging messages of unlimited size.
This assumption focuses on the locality nature of some
distributed problems, i.e., what can be computed dis-
tributively assuming every node knows its whole neigh-
borhood at some distance? In order to illustrate the
mathematical power of such assumption, we give two
examples used in [4]. First, in that model, assuming
the nodes of the graph have unique identities, all dis-
tributed tasks can be computed in a time bounded by
the diameter of the graph; by electing a leader and let-
ting the leader learn the topology of the whole graph.
Second, given a graph G, an integer d and a distributed
task which is τ time consuming, computing the same
task on the logical graph Gd (the graph obtained by
adding an edge between any two nodes at distance d or
less in G) is only d · τ time consuming. Although, the
Linial’s model allows to express the locality of some
problems, it fails to take into account some other im-
portant distributed features such as the message con-
gestion. Moreover, when analyzing the algorithm of
[4], it appears that no trivial methods enable to derive
new algorithms in a distributed model of computation

where the message size is limited, without dramatically
deteriorating the time complexity.

From a practical point of view and because network
decompositions are in the basis of many fundamental
distributed problems such as synchronizers and rout-
ing, it is crucial to be able to design fast algorithms to
construct such representations using a more realistic
distributed model. From a theoretical point of view,
it is also interesting and challenging to design fast dis-
tributed algorithms assuming less strong distributed
models e.g., see [30]. In [27], Moran and Snir gave
a distributed algorithm that computes a Basic Parti-
tion in O(n) time in a distributed model where the
message size is at most O(log n) bits, i.e., CONGEST
model, [29] Chapter 2. The algorithm of [27] improves
previous constructions used in [3, 32] which allows to
obtain more efficient algorithms for designing network
synchronizers γ, γ1 and γ2. However, The algorithm
given in [27] is semi-sequential: Each cluster is con-
structed around some node in a distributed and layered
fashion (a layer is added to the cluster if it increases
the size of the cluster by a constant fraction). Nev-
ertheless, the clusters forming the decomposition are
constructed one after the other which requires to select
at each iteration the next node around which the next
cluster will grow. More recently, a fully distributed al-
gorithm for constructing a Basic Partition was given
in [17]. The algorithm there is based on a simple and
practical framework to grow clusters in parallel and in-
dependently, and by applying some rules to break the
symmetry. The algorithm has O(n) time complexity
in the worst case and uses messages of size at most
O(log n).

1.3. Our results

This paper presents new techniques allowing to
achieve sublinear time constructions (using message of
size at most O(log n)) which answers a question asked
by Moran and Snir in [27]. Our algorithms are fully
distributed and do not need any precomputation step
(such as computing a spanning tree cf. [27]). In fact,
we let the clusters grow in parallel and in a concur-
rent way breaking ties using node identities. In our
approach, we privilege the construction of clusters in
the dense regions of the graph. This allows to finish
the distributed construction in constant time as soon
as the graph becomes sparse (it contains few edges).
We obtain a deterministic synchronous distributed al-
gorithm Sync Part with O(k2 ·n1− 1

k ) time complexity
in the worst case. We also give an improved determin-
istic algorithm Fast Part which does not make use of
any global clock. Furthermore, we design a random-



ized distributed algorithm Elect Part which is based
on local elections in balls of radius k. This technique is
a generalization of the algorithms given in [26] which
can be of an independent interest. Using randomiza-
tion enables us to focus on the degree of parallelism
of our construction and allows to obtain an improved
time complexity for particular graphs. Finally, our al-
gorithms allow to obtain the first sublinear determin-
istic algorithm to construct a sparse graph spanners
assuming a O(log n) limitation on the message size.
More precisely, we obtain a deterministic distributed
construction of a (2k − 1)-multiplicative stretch span-
ner with O(n1+1/k) edges in O(n1− 1

k ) time (for small
k).

1.4. Outline of the paper

The paper is organized as follows. In the first part of
Section 2, we define the model and the basic notations
that will be used in the remainder of the paper. In the
second part, we review past algorithms to construct
the Basic Partition we are interested in. In Section 3,
we present two deterministic sublinear time distributed
algorithms (Sync Part and Fast Part). In Section 4,
we present a randomized algorithm Elect Part and we
analyze its expected time complexity. In Section 5, we
present a sublinear deterministic construction of sparse
graph spanners. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Definitions

We represent a network of n processes by an un-
weighted undirected connected graph G = (V,E)
where V represents the set of processes (|V | = n) and
E the set of links between them. We consider the dis-
tributed model of computation used in [27, 3] which is
also known as the CONGEST model. More precisely,
we assume that a node can only communicate with its
neighbors by sending and receiving messages of size
O(log(n)) bits. Each node processes messages received
from its neighbors, performs local computations, and
sends messages to its neighbors in negligible time. In a
synchronous network, all nodes have access to a global
clock that generates pulses. A message that have been
sent in a given pulse arrives before the next pulse. In
a synchronous network, the time complexity of an al-
gorithm is defined as the worst-case number of pulses
from the start of the algorithm to its termination. In
an asynchronous network, there is no global clock and
a message delay is arbitrary but finite. In this case,

the time complexity is defined as the worst-case num-
ber of time units from the start of the algorithm to its
termination, assuming that a message delay is at most
one time unit (this assumption is introduced only for
the purpose of performance evaluation).

A cluster S is a subset of V such that the subgraph
induced by S is connected. A cluster is always consid-
ered with a leader node and a spanning tree rooted at
some node: the leader or the root of the cluster. A
cluster that contains only one node is called a single-
node cluster. We also assume that each node v of a
graph G has a unique identity IDv (of O(log(n)) bits).
If node identities are not provided then each node can
select an identity at random from a large set of integers
which guarantees that identities are unique with high
probability. This is a classical and relevant assumption
made in related past works. Under this assumption,
each node v of the graph knows its own identity IDv

and the identity IDS of the cluster S it belongs to.
The identity of a cluster is defined as the identity of its
leader.

In all the algorithms we will introduce, clusters are
constructed in a layered and concurrent fashion. In
other words, a cluster may grow and explore a new
layer but it may also lose its last layer. Some clus-
ters may disappear because they lost all their layers
and some others may be newly formed. A cluster is
said finished if it belongs to the final decomposition we
are constructing. A finished cluster is no longer taken
into account in the algorithm computations. A finished
node is part of a finished cluster. A node is said active
if it is still not in any finished cluster. In the sequel, we
will denote by Vf the set of finished nodes. Further-
more, at each step of an algorithm execution, we are
interested in active nodes in V − Vf , hence the degree
of a node v is defined as its degree in the graph G|V −Vf

induced by V − Vf . We also define the l-neighborhood
Nl(v) of a node v as the set of nodes at distance at
most l from v in G|V −Vf

.

2.2. Algorithms Basic Part and Dist Part

One of the most basic algorithms to construct a
sparse partition of a graph is algorithm Basic Part
which was introduced in [3] and then improved in [27].
A formal description of this algorithm is given in Fig-
ure 1 where P is the set of constructed clusters, k
is an integer parameter and Γ(S) is the set of nodes
in the cluster S together with their neighbors, i.e.,
Γ(S) =

⋃
v∈S

N1(v).

Algorithm Basic Part is inherently sequential as it
constructs clusters one by one starting from a single
node and adding a layer at each iteration. A layer is



Set P ← ∅

while V �= ∅ do
Select an arbitrary vertex v ∈ V
Set S ← {v}
while |Γ(S)| > n1/k|S| do

S ← Γ(S)
end while
Set P ← P ∪ S and V ← V − S

end while
return P

Figure 1. Algorithm Basic Part [29]

continue ← True
while continue do

execute the Exploration Rule
if success of the Exploration Rule then

add the new layer
execute the Growth Rule
if Non success of the Growth Rule then

reject the last explored layer
switch to a finished cluster
continue ← False

end if
else

execute the Battle Rule
end if

end while

Figure 2. Algorithm Dist Part [17]: code for a
cluster

added only if the sparsity condition |Γ(S)| > n
1
k |S| is

verified. Once a cluster is constructed, a new leader is
chosen from the set of active nodes and a new cluster
grows up around this center node. It is obvious that
clusters constructed by algorithm Basic Part are dis-
joint. Furthermore, the sparsity condition ensures that
a cluster can not add more than k − 1 layers. Hence,
the following result holds:

Theorem 1 ([29]) The output P of algorithm
Basic Part is a partition of G and:

1. Rad(P) � k − 1. (Rad(P) is the maximum radius
of any cluster in P)

2. The graph induced by the clusters of P contains at
most n1+1/k intercluster edges.

In [17], the authors have proposed a new fully
distributed algorithm Dist Part that emulates the
Basic Part algorithm. One of the most interesting fea-
tures of that algorithm is to allow clusters to grow in

parallel and in a concurrent way. The algorithm starts
with single-node clusters, then each cluster tries to add
new layers according to some rules. These rules both
control the cluster growth and manage the conflicts oc-
curring between neighboring clusters using node identi-
ties to break the symmetry. Figure 2 gives a high level
description of algorithm Dist Part which is based on
the following three rules:

1. Exploration Rule: a cluster is able to add a new
layer if its identity is bigger than those of not fin-
ished neighboring clusters at distance one or two.
If a cluster wins in exploring a new layer then it
must apply the Growth Rule, otherwise it must
apply the Battle Rule.

2. Growth Rule: If the sparsity condition is satisfied
then a cluster adds the last explored layer and tries
to apply the Exploration Rule once again. Other-
wise, the cluster construction is finished and the
cluster rejects the last explored layer.

3. Battle Rule: a cluster must give up its last layer if
at least a neighboring cluster at distance one has
successfully applied the Exploration Rule.

The Exploration Rule can be viewed as an attack
hold by a cluster against its neighboring clusters in or-
der to win a new layer. If a new layer is explored by
a cluster S, then S is sure that no other clusters are
sharing some nodes in this layer. A cluster may lose
exploring a new layer, and it may be invaded by some
neighboring clusters which have successfully performed
their exploration. In this case, the invaded cluster loses
its whole last layer because the sparsity condition may
no longer hold. Note that a layer is first explored and
then added to the cluster if it verifies the sparsity con-
dition (Growth Rule).

In past sequential implementations [27, 29] of algo-
rithm Basic Part, a spanning tree of the graph was
precomputed and a breadth first search was used in
order to find the next center around which a new
cluster will grow. In opposite, the three rules of al-
gorithm Dist Part allow us to avoid electing a new
center each time the construction of a cluster is fin-
ished. In addition, many clusters may be constructed
independently in parallel. It is also easy to see that
using classical convergecast and broadcast techniques,
the three rules can be implemented using messages of
size O(log n) bits. For a more detailed description of
algorithm Dist Part, its implementation and its anal-
ysis, the reader can refer to [17]. In particular, it
has been proved that the time complexity of algorithm
Dist Part is O(n) in the worst case. In the next sec-
tions, we show new techniques inspired by [17] allowing



us to construct the decomposition produced by algo-
rithm Basic Part in sublinear time.

3. Sublinear Deterministic Distributed
Partition

3.1. Algorithm Sync Part

Preliminary In this section, we assume the network
to be synchronous, i.e., there exists a global clock. At
any time t, At denotes the set of active nodes, i.e.,
nodes in V − Vf , and Rt = {v ∈ At, dv � n

1
k } denotes

the set of active nodes having high enough degrees.
We remark that the sparsity condition for a single-

node cluster rooted at some node v is dv � n
1
k . Hence,

a single-node cluster rooted at some node in At \ Rt

cannot grow any layer. Thus, at any time t, we only
let nodes in Rt compete in order to grow some clusters.
Once Rt becomes empty, we just let remaining active
nodes be finished clusters.

In practice, the new algorithm Sync Part works
in two stages. The first stage is performed until time
T = 10 k2n1−1/k. The second stage begins at time
T . In the next paragraphs, we give the details of
algorithm Sync Part and discuss its correctness and
its complexity.

First stage of the algorithm During this stage, all
nodes execute algorithm Dist Part with the following
additional exploration rules:

• If a node v ∈ At is no longer in Rt, i.e., v ∈
At \Rt, then v sets its identity to −∞ (this avoids
to use additional labels and makes the algorithm
easier to understand)

• Single-node clusters rooted at nodes in At \ Rt do
not explore any layer.

These modifications concerns only single-node
clusters which do not verify the sparsity condition.
We use the same three rules of algorithm Dist Part
to manage the growth of clusters rooted at any node
in Rt. Let us consider a single-node cluster rooted
at v ∈ At \ Rt. When applying the new rules, v sets
its identity to −∞. Hence, v has the lowest identity
among all other possible identities. In consequence,
it will not stop the growth of another cluster whose
leader is in Rt. In fact, v can only be part of other
neighboring dense clusters (if it is asked to join). If
the neighborhood of v is also in At \ Rt, then the
cluster acts as if it has the lowest identity, i.e., it does
not explore any layer. In practice, a node needs to

know whether it is in Rt or not. Since, at any moment
of algorithm Dist Part a node is aware of its fin-
ished neighbors, there are no further communications
to be done by a node in order to know if it is still in Rt.

Second stage of the algorithm At time T , all
remaining active nodes in At stop computing and just
decide to be finished single-node clusters.

Lemma 1 Considering a cluster with the biggest iden-
tity among active nodes, we need 10k2 time in the worst
case before its construction is finished.

Lemma 2 At any time t such that Rt �= ∅,
|At+10k2 | < |At| − n1/k

Proof. (Sketch) At time t such that Rt �= ∅, we
consider the node v in Rt with the biggest identity. Let
us denote S the cluster rooted at v. Using Lemma 1,
at time t′ = t + 10k2, at least the n1/k nodes in the
first layer of cluster S are not in At′ . �

Lemma 3 For t = 10k2n1−1/k, Rt = ∅.

Proof. Using Lemma 2, at some time t, if Rt �= ∅

then after a 10k2 time units period p, the number
of active nodes will decrease by at least n1/k. By
induction, after i � 0 periods p, if Rt �= ∅ then
|At| < n − i n1/k. Using the fact that Rt ⊆ At, we
have at most i = n1−1/k periods p such that Rt �= ∅. �

Theorem 2 (Correctness) Algorithm Sync Part
emulates the Basic Part algorithm.

Proof. (Sketch) The correctness of the algorithm re-
lies on the fact that after time T , no clusters of radius
greater or equal to 1 can be constructed (Lemma 3). �

Since the first stage of the algorithm costs T =
O(k2n1−1/k) time units and the second one is per-
formed in O(1) time units, we get the following the-
orem:

Theorem 3 (Time Complexity) The time com-
plexity of algorithm Sync Part is O(k2 n1−1/k).

Remark 1 One can show that if we privilege
the growth of clusters having the biggest couple
(Radius,ID), then T can be chosen such that
T =O(n1−1/k) for relevant range of k < log(n). This
requires to show that a finished cluster of radius l has
at least n

l
k nodes and that it was constructed in at

most O(l2) time, and thus we can prove that at each



O(1) time units, the number of nodes becoming part of
the cluster having the biggest couple (Radius,ID) is at
least n

1
k . For clarity of our algorithms and because k

is taken to be small, we omit details and proofs.

3.2. Algorithm Fast Part

Preliminary Algorithm Sync Part uses the property
that the system is synchronous to find a bound on
the time T after which there are no nodes able to
grow a non zero radius cluster. The time T informs
all remaining active nodes that there are no more
active dense clusters in the graph. This compels
us to wait T time units even if the input graph is
sparse. Furthermore, algorithm Sync Part cannot be
run in an asynchronous systems without using any
synchronizer (see [29]). Hence, we propose a new
asynchronous algorithm Fast Part that does not use
any global clock. The general idea of the algorithm
is to allow sparse clusters to become finished without
waiting until a pulse T .

Details of the algorithm Let us call a cluster S dense
if S has a radius at least 1 or if the single node v of S is
such that dv > n

1
k . We also define a sparse cluster to

be a single-node cluster which is not dense (this corre-
sponds to a node in At \ Rt in algorithm Sync Part).
Algorithm Fast Part runs like algorithm Dist Part
with the following Exploration Rule:

• A dense cluster can explore a new layer if it has
an identity bigger than those of its active dense
neighbors at distance one or two.

• A sparse cluster is not allowed to explore a new
layer.

• A sparse cluster declares itself finished single-node
cluster:

– if all its neighbors are sparse,

– or if none of its dense neighbors has decided
to explore a new layer.

Using these new rules, a sparse node is allowed to
declare itself finished if it is not explored by any neigh-
boring cluster. This may happen if all neighbors are
sparse or if the dense neighbors have not succeeded
their explorations. This simple idea enables us to im-
prove the time complexity.

It is obvious that the new exploration rule can be
implemented using messages of size at most O(log(n))
using the same techniques than in algorithm Dist Part
[17]. In fact, using, for example, a couple (ID,Dense),
where Dense is a boolean variable indicating whether a

cluster is dense or sparse, allows us to take into account
the new modifications. Nevertheless, because a sparse
node (having dense neighbors) decides to be finished
if it was not explored, it must inform its neighbors
by sending them a message. This enables neighboring
nodes to be aware of their degrees.

Theorem 4 (Correctness) Algorithm Fast Part
emulates algorithm Basic Part.

Proof. (Sketch) The correctness of the algorithm is
ensured by the following three facts : (i) two clusters
at distance at most 2 can not explore the same node
(ii) dense clusters grow in a layered fashion with
respect to the sparsity condition (iii) if a cluster
wins in exploring a new layer then none of its sparse
neighbors will be allowed to declare itself finished. �

Let Λ be the number of clusters of radius at least 1
at the end of algorithm Fast Part. Then, the following
theorem holds:

Theorem 5 (Time Complexity). The worst case
time complexity of algorithm Fast Part satisfies:

Time(Fast Part) = O(k2 Λ) = O(k2 n1− 1
k )

Proof. The new exploration rule guarantees that a
dense cluster is never stopped in its growth by a sparse
one. In the worst case, no two dense clusters are
constructed in parallel. Hence, we consider finished
dense clusters sorted in a decreasing order of their
time construction. The construction of one cluster has
cost at most O(k2). Thus, after at most O(k2 Λ) time,
it only remains active sparse clusters in the graph.
In two rounds, all remaining sparse clusters detect
that their neighbors are sparse. Thus, using the new
rules, they become finished clusters and the algorithm
terminates. Thus, the first part of the theorem holds.
In addition, it is obvious that for any graph and for
any execution of the algorithm, Λ is bounded by n1− 1

k

which completes the proof. �

Remark 2 Note that we can apply Remark 1 for the
asynchronous algorithm Fast Part in order to obtain
a O(n1− 1

k ) time complexity.

Remark 3 The bound O(k2 Λ) becomes of special in-
terest in the case of graphs for which Λ is known to be
small comparing with n1− 1

k , e.g., Circulant graphs.

Remark 4 Algorithm Fast Part has the advantage to
focus on clustering dense regions. In fact, if we con-
sider a graph with only some few dense regions, e.g.,



some cliques connected by some paths). Our algorithm
will automatically capture the topology of the underly-
ing graph and the clustering will have a high priority
on dense regions. Moreover, the construction will be
faster if dense areas are far from each other. This two
facts do not hold for existing constructions.

4. Randomized Distributed Partition

4.1. Randomized local elections

In [26], a randomized algorithm called LE2 (Lo-
cal Election) is introduced to implement algorithms
based on local computations and relabeling systems
[25, 24, 2]. The LE2-algorithm allows to simulate lo-
cal computations on a closed star, that is, the labels
(states) attached to the center and to the leaves of the
star can be modified according to some rules. In algo-
rithm LE2 of [26], nodes are fighting to be centers of a
ball of radius 1 so that the elected nodes can execute
a computation step. Non elected nodes are part of at
most one star which allows to execute local computa-
tions concurrently on closed balls of radius 1. For more
details about the LE2-algorithm the reader is referred
to [26]. In particular, the authors studied the average
number of nodes locally elected and they interpreted
that as the degree of parallelism authorized by an al-
gorithm. In the special case of our algorithm, that
study gives an idea about the number of clusters con-
structed in parallel in one round and for k = 2. In fact,
when taking k = 2 in the Basic Part algorithm and
using Theorem 1, the radius of the clusters produced
by the decomposition can be either 0 (i.e., single-node
clusters) or 1 (i.e., clusters containing a node v and its
neighborhood N1(v)). Therefore, we can use the LE2-
algorithm to produce the sparse partition we need. It
suffices to run the LE2-algorithm until there are no
more active nodes in the graph. Every time a node v is
center of a star, it computes its neighborhood |N1(v)|
and decides to be either a radius 1 finished cluster or
just a finished single-node cluster.

In the next paragraphs, we use a generalization
(LEk) of the algorithm of [26] in order to elect nodes
which are centers of disjoint balls of radius k � 2. The
LEk algorithm is used as a subprocedure in algorithm
Elect Part in order to construct the graph partition.

4.2. Algorithm Elect Part

Algorithm Elect Part is depicted in Figure 3. It
runs in many phases until each node of the graph be-
longs to a finished cluster. A phase of the algorithm is

executed in two stages. The first stage consists in run-
ning algorithm LEk (see Figure 4) which is a variant
of algorithm Dist Part in which the sparsity condition
does not matter: only the radius of elected clusters is
important. After the first stage, some balls of radius
k and centered on some elected nodes are constructed.
Note that some other balls of radius less then k are
also constructed. The second stage is devoted to com-
pute finished clusters and to re-initialize the compu-
tations. In fact, each cluster in the input of the sec-
ond phase computes independently whether there is a
layer that does not satisfy the sparsity condition (Step
2.a). This can be done distributively using converge-
cast and broadcast between the root of each ball and
its leaves. If there exists a layer j violating the sparsity
condition then the cluster rejects all layers l � j and
declares itself finished (Steps 2.b and 2.c). Otherwise,
if all its neighbors are finished then the cluster can not
grow any more and it also declares itself finished (Step
2.d). Finally, the remaining clusters are just broken
into single-node clusters in order to run another phase
(Step 2.e).

Note that, algorithm LEk grows balls of radius k
whereas a radius k− 1 suffices. This allows us to mark
edges connecting a cluster with the nodes in the last re-
jected layer and thus avoiding the preferred edge elec-
tion step needed for some applications. This is dis-
cussed in more details in Section 5.

while There exist nodes not in a finished cluster do
(0.) each node selects randomly an identity from a big

set of integers.
Stage 1: local election in balls of radius k
(1.a) Each node v not in a finished cluster runs algorithm

LEk

Stage 2: reinitialization
(2.a) Each formed cluster S computes independently the

sparsity condition for each layer j � k,
if S contains a layer j violating the sparsity condition
then

(2.b) S releases all layers l � j and becomes a finished
cluster,

(2.c) nodes in released layers become single-node
clusters.

else
if all neighbors are finished then

(2.d) S becomes finished.
end if

end if
(2.e) Break all non finished clusters and form new single-

-node clusters.
end while

Figure 3. Algorithm Elect Part



Round ← 0;
while Round < k do

execute the Exploration Rule;
Round ← Round + 1;
if Non Success of the Exploration Rule then

execute the Battle Rule;
end if

end while

Figure 4. Algorithm LEk: code for a cluster

4.3. Analysis of the algorithm

In this section, we compute a bound on the expected
number of phases needed before algorithm Elect Part
terminates. The main idea of our analysis is to bound
the number of nodes becoming part of a finished cluster
in a phase, by using the number of clusters constructed
in parallel in each phase.

In the sequel, we say that a node is locally k-elected if
it has succeeded the LEk phase without losing against
any other cluster. We also use a parameter K such
that: ∀v ∈ V,N2k(v) � K.

Inspired by proofs in [26], the following proposition
holds:

Proposition 1 The expected number of nodes locally
k-elected in a phase satisfies:

Mk(G|V −Vf
) =

∑
v∈V −Vf

1
N2k(v)

>
|V − Vf |

K

Theorem 6 Let T be the time complexity of the algo-
rithm Elect Part. The expected value of T satisfies:

E (T ) = O
⎛
⎝k2 log(n)

log
(

K
K−1

)
⎞
⎠

Proof. (Sketch) Let Gi denotes the graph induced by
not finished nodes at step i. Let the random variable
Xi denotes the number of nodes of Gi. Let the random
variables Yi denotes respectively the number of nodes
locally k-elected in the ith step, i.e., in Gi. Using
Proposition 1, one can show that the expected number
of Yi satisfies E (Yi | Gi) � Xi/K. Then, using some
further probabilistic arguments to bound E(Yi+1)
using E(Yi), one can show that E (Xi) � n

(
1 − 1

K

)i.
The theorem is proved by noting that the algorithm
terminates when Xi = 1. �

Remark 5 The bound given by Theorem 6 does not
take into account the size of the finished clusters at
each phase but only the number of clusters constructed
in parallel. Furthermore, the number of clusters con-
structed in parallel is just lower bounded using the vari-
able K which corresponds to the initial graph G and not
to the subgraph in the input of each phase. It would be
very interesting to take all this features into account in
order to get a better bound on the number of phases
needed to terminate algorithm Elect Part.

4.4. Discussion

In algorithm Elect Part, sparse nodes also partic-
ipate in the computations and compete against other
nodes in order to grow a ball. This slows down the
construction because an elected sparse node will al-
ways form a finished single node cluster. Thus, we
should apply some new rules similar to those of algo-
rithm Fast Part in order to (i) prohibit that a sparse
node keeps a dense one from growing (ii) and to al-
low a sparse node to declare itself finished if it is not
explored by any neighbor. In consequence, we obtain
a modified version of algorithm Elect Part in which
only dense nodes can be k-elected. In this modified
version, only dense nodes are allowed to compete in
order to grow a ball of radius k. Just like in algorithm
Fast Part, we let a dense node always wins against
a sparse one using the couple (ID,Dense). Further-
more, a sparse node is allowed to declare itself finished
cluster if it is not invaded by any neighboring cluster
i.e., if dense neighbors loose their explorations or if all
neighbors are sparse.

By considering the number of dense nodes at each
phase and using the same arguments than in Theo-
rem 6, we can find a bound on the expected number
of phases needed to terminate the construction. Un-
fortunately, the theoretical analysis leads to the same
bound than in Theorem 6. It is also easy to prove us-
ing the same arguments than in Theorem 5 that the
complexity of the modified algorithm is bounded by
O(k2 · Λ). The new version of algorithm Elect Part
is of special interest because it has a sublinear time
complexity for general graphs and by the same time it
allows to express the high degree of parallelism of our
method when analyzing the time complexity for some
particular graphs. For example, let us consider a graph
G such that K = O(nε) with ε < 1. This defines a large
class of graphs for which we can achieve an improved
time complexity, namely O(k2 log(n)nε).

Remark 6 Both our deterministic and randomized al-
gorithms are directly implementable on real data. Some
experiments using some well chosen critical graphs



have been done with ViSiDiA [16], i.e., a platform
which enables to visualize and to simulate on the fly
the execution of a distributed algorithm. Our experi-
ments confirm that, in practice, our techniques allow
a high degree of parallelism. Furthermore, most of
the graphs we have used are quickly portioned in many
independent connected components which enhance the
time complexity, i.e., this was not taken into account
in our theoretical analysis.

5. Application to Graph Spanners

An (α,β)-spanner of a graph is a subgraph H such
that for any two nodes u,v: dH(u, v) � α.dG(u, v) + β
where dH(u, v) (resp. dG(u, v)) is the distance in H
(resp. in G) between u and v. There are three features
to take into account when evaluating spanner construc-
tions: the size of the spanner (space), the approxima-
tion quality (stretch) and the construction time. Many
efforts have been done in order to give algorithms that
improve one (or all) of these features. In particular, it
is well known that there exist (2k− 1,0)-spanners with
size O(n1+ 1

k ) which is optimal [1, 13, 31].
One immediate application of algorithm Basic Part

is the construction of a (4k − 3,0)-spanner with
O(n1+ 1

k ) edges. The spanner is obtained by consid-
ering the set of edges spanning each cluster and by
selecting an intercluster edge for each pair of two neigh-
boring clusters. The bounds on the stretch and the size
of the spanner follow from Theorem 1. Therefore, in or-
der to distributively construct such a spanner, we have
to select an edge between every two neighboring clus-
ters. Nevertheless, we can avoid this additional step
of selecting preferred edges and by the same time the
stretch can be improved without changing the bound
on the spanner size.

In fact, let us consider a cluster S under construc-
tion. Before completing the construction of S (i.e., just
after the sparsity condition is no longer satisfied), for
every neighboring vertex u of S (i.e., u is on the last
rejected layer of S), we select an edge from u to some
v in the last layer of S. Thus, we obtain a (2k − 1,0)-
spanner with the same size bound by considering the
selected edges and the trees spanning the clusters. This
idea was attributed to [19] in [29] (Exercise 3, page
188) and was used in [18] as a first step to construct
(1+ ε,β)-spanners. The same idea was also used in [27]
to improve the complexity of synchronizers γ1 and γ2.
The time complexity of the algorithms used in [29, 27]
was O(n) and it has not been improved since.

Let us remark that in all our algorithms the last re-
jected layer is always explored. Hence, the edges con-
necting a cluster with nodes in the last rejected layer

can be computed without any extra time. Hence, the
following holds:

Theorem 7 There is a deterministic algorithm that
given a graph with n nodes and a fixed integer k � 1,
constructs a (2k − 1, 0)-spanner with O(n1+1/k) edges
in O(n1−1/k) time in the worst case.

Corollary 8 There is a deterministic algorithm that
given a graph with n nodes constructs a (3, 0)-spanner
with O(n3/2) edges in O(

√
n) time in the worst case.

To our knowledge, this is the fastest determinis-
tic algorithm that constructs such spanners in the
CONGEST model.

Remark 7 Although it is very hard to construct span-
ners deterministically, there already exist randomized
efficient algorithms. In particular, a randomized algo-
rithm for constructing a (2k − 1,0)-spanner with ex-
pected size O(k n1+ 1

k ) was introduced in [11]. A ran-
domized distributed algorithm for that construction was
given in [10] with a running time of O(k). Note that
the randomization in the algorithm of [11] is on the size
of the spanner which can be unsatisfying in applications
where the correctness of the spanner is crucial.

6. Conclusion

The algorithms given in this paper improve the
time complexity of past constructions and are im-
plementable in the practical CONGEST distributed
model. Since the decomposition described in this pa-
per is used in many other settings, we are hopeful that
our construction will help improving other applications
that use the Basic Part algorithm as a starting point.
For instance, one can show that with some few modi-
fications, our technique improves the time complexity
of the preprocessing phase of synchronizers γ1 and γ2

from O(n) to O(n1− 1
k ).

We can note that, in the case k = 2, the time
complexity bound obtained using our technique is the
same as the bound one can obtain by both assuming
a more powerful distributed model i.e., unlimited mes-
sage size, and using techniques from [4]. In the case of
sparse spanners, this remark is intriguing and one can
be interested in a lower bound on the time complex-
ity of distributively computing a (3, 0)-spanner. We
are optimistic that deterministic algorithms with bet-
ter bounds exist.

It is also unknown if there exists poly-logarithmic al-
gorithm for the basic sparse partition problem studied
in this paper. We are optimistic that poly-logarithmic



algorithms exist even in the CONGEST distributed
model.
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